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AS Trading Corporation which owns the brand Indian Charcoal havingAS Trading Corporation which owns the brand Indian Charcoal having
its head office at Nagpur has steadily grown to become one of the bestits head office at Nagpur has steadily grown to become one of the best
quality charcoal manufacturer, supplier & stockist in central India.quality charcoal manufacturer, supplier & stockist in central India.
Since inception in year 2013 as a trader we have grown into the majorSince inception in year 2013 as a trader we have grown into the major
player in charcoal business in central India. Looking towards theplayer in charcoal business in central India. Looking towards the
growth and demand, we entered into the manufacturing of woodengrowth and demand, we entered into the manufacturing of wooden
charcoal in Nagpur and Hyderabad simultaneously.charcoal in Nagpur and Hyderabad simultaneously.

We manufacture charcoal using the best firewood grown on the privateWe manufacture charcoal using the best firewood grown on the private
land without damaging the forest ecosystem. For more informationland without damaging the forest ecosystem. For more information
about our products visit here.about our products visit here.

Charcoal is used for various purposes such as, industrial, MSME, HomeCharcoal is used for various purposes such as, industrial, MSME, Home
utility. Our products are made for every specific purpose, we makeutility. Our products are made for every specific purpose, we make
sure that the charcoal have the correct specifications to suit everysure that the charcoal have the correct specifications to suit every
specific need. We make sure that the charcoal that we manufacturespecific need. We make sure that the charcoal that we manufacture
that are to be used in households are non-toxic in nature, with nothat are to be used in households are non-toxic in nature, with no
smell, easy to ignite, long burning time and no smoke. Charcoal usedsmell, easy to ignite, long burning time and no smoke. Charcoal used
in industries have minimum amount of moisture with high carbonin industries have minimum amount of moisture with high carbon
content. The charcoal at our industries are hand picked for thecontent. The charcoal at our industries are hand picked for the
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barbeque and tandoor and rest of the charcoal is graded using thebarbeque and tandoor and rest of the charcoal is graded using the
grading machine which grades the charcoal into various sizes ranginggrading machine which grades the charcoal into various sizes ranging
from 10 mm to 70 mm which suits almost every industry.Thefrom 10 mm to 70 mm which suits almost every industry.The
Angeethi/Brazier charcoal we manufacture has no smoke, no smell, noAngeethi/Brazier charcoal we manufacture has no smoke, no smell, no
spark, non-toxic in nature, easy to light, long burning time, economicspark, non-toxic in nature, easy to light, long burning time, economic
and environmental friendly.and environmental friendly.

We keep a close eye on our quality and have strict quality controlWe keep a close eye on our quality and have strict quality control
measures to make sure that we provide the maximum quality ofmeasures to make sure that we provide the maximum quality of
product.We make charcoal using pyrolysis method which controlsproduct.We make charcoal using pyrolysis method which controls
pollution upto 75% and produces best charcoal in the industry.pollution upto 75% and produces best charcoal in the industry.

Our quality control is one of the reasons why we are regarded as one ofOur quality control is one of the reasons why we are regarded as one of
the best quality charcoal manufacturers in the industry.the best quality charcoal manufacturers in the industry.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/indian-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/indian-
charcoal-9643charcoal-9643
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